Sunday, October 3, 1932

Curtis Robin added to meteorology equipment of institute at airport

Glass enclosed section, new instruments, salient features

Flight tests at high altitudes are being made at the East Field Airport in an airplane specially adapted for scientific research, the first of a series of tests of the staff of the division of meteorology.

This phase, a Curtis Robin powered with a 365-horsepower Challenger engine, is the first of a series of tests of a new type of guided fire control gun to be used in the future. The gun has been transformed into a compact laboratory for the investigation of the principles of flight, and is equipped with instruments for recording the results of the experiments. The unique feature of the gun is that it is capable of being maneuvered in a great circle, and gives virtually unobstructed vision in flight.

The new research ship is a mono-hull, 340-foot vessel, the fastest in the world, with a cruising speed of 30 knots. It is equipped with all modern research equipment, including a complete radio apparatus.

The new ship is equipped with all modern research equipment, including a complete radio apparatus. The ship is powered by a 365-horsepower Challenger engine, and is capable of cruising at a speed of 30 knots.

A recent investigation showed Edgeworth's smoking satisfaction, course, if he uses the right tobacco. It is available at all good tobacconists. A sample packet is cordially invited to at- tend.

Ready-Rubbed and Edgeworth Plug are two brands of Edgeworth tobacco. You can buy Edgeworth tobacco in all good tobacconists.

For those who have never smoked a pipe, the Edgeworth Plug is a good choice. It is mild and easy to smoke.

You can buy Edgeworth tobacco in all good tobacconists. A sample packet is cordially invited to attend the First Meeting of the Institute.

The Institute is located in the center of the campus, and is available to the public.

The United States is located in the temper zone.

Pine Bill Boner—he just can't be beat! Another person is safe from contesting causes if he is boned. This is a fact.
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